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Abstract—In this work we perform a detailed study of different or-scheduling strategies varying several parameters in two or-parallel systems, YapOr and ThOr, running on multi-core machines. Our results show that some kinds of applications are sensitive to the choice of scheduling strategy adopted. In particular, the choice of scheduling parameters mostly affect applications that have short execution times, which, despite having speedups, have their performance significantly affected. Our results also show that topmost dispatching can be more advantageous than bottommost dispatching, a finding that contradicts previous works in this area. One last finding is that YapOr and ThOr are affected differently by changes in scheduling with ThOr performing significantly better than YapOr in several applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The last years have seen wide availability of multicore platforms, ensuring renewed interest in parallel programming. The difficulties inherent to parallel programming have motivated work in parallel execution of high-level declarative languages, both functional [1] and logic-based [2]. Declarative languages have two main advantages for parallelism. First, they allow high-level control of parallel execution. For example, the Prolog logic programming language has been extended to allow easy interprocess communication [3], protecting users from the nitty-gritty of setting up and managing parallel processes.

A second advantage of declarative systems is that they also offer the promise of implicit parallelism, as the semantics of a declarative program do not assume a sequence of execution steps. For instance, parallel logic programming systems have implemented two major forms of implicit parallelism: and-parallelism and or-parallelism. And-parallelism takes place when two goals are run independently. It often corresponds to divide-and-conquer or to producer-consumer parallelism, and its implementation poses challenging problems, such as granularity control, sharing of variables by different goals, and the need to perform parallel garbage collection. Or-parallelism takes place when there are several different alternative ways of solving the same goal. It is often found in applications that perform search. Or-parallelism is easier to implement, since different solutions for each goal (or-branches) can be searched quite independently.

Or-parallelism is present in many application areas such as parsing, optimization problems, and databases, and has been used to program at large by several companies [4], [5], [6], [7]. In contrast to and-parallelism, or-parallelism can be often exploited without the need of user generated annotations in the code. At the same time, its execution model is very close to the sequential one. This helps reuse of sequential implementation techniques. Indeed, efficient implementations of or-parallelism use the multi-sequential model. This approach is characterized by having a set of processes, that we shall name workers, where each one runs a full Prolog. In other words, each worker can solve a complete branch of the search tree.

The fundamental technical problem to solve in an or-parallel logic programming system is how to maintain multiple bindings for the same variable in different branches of the search tree [8]. In theory, a new resolvent is generated every time a goal is matched against the head of a clause, by renaming all the free variables of the current goal. In practice, such a copying process would be extremely costly. Instead, sequential Prolog systems simply rewrite the variables of the current goal in-place during the matching process. The conditional bindings are annotated in a special stack called Trail and will be undone later on backtracking.

Or-parallelism arises when the same goal matches several different clauses. Each clause may produce its own different set of bindings, and hence a system that allows the several clauses to proceed in parallel needs a mechanism to associate bindings to branches. Each processor needs to have its own copy of the conditional binding, as processing of each branch can be done separately and simultaneously with other processors. Several solutions have been proposed to cope with this problem. One of the frequently used classification considers three major groups: copying, sharing and recomputation [9]. Copying and sharing of stacks are the two most successful approaches.

Assuming that we have a working binding model, a second major decision in or-parallel systems is how to manage the highly irregular parallelism. The or-scheduler is responsible for task switching and has the function of choosing the best choice-point from which to take an alternative to be explored. As usual, a scheduler should not incur too high costs in task switching, and it should be able to cope with a limited number of processors in the system. Ideally, it should...
reduced to the minimum the amount of interaction between workers. Some schedulers also deal with the problem of speculative over-branches. This means that whereas some branches of the search tree are to be executed compulsorily, others (speculative or-branches) may be pruned because of a cut or commit operator.

Several schedulers have been proposed and used in shared memory systems implementations such as Aurora [10], and Muse [11], that are close to modern multi-core architecture. Decisions the scheduler has to make include:

- *When to make work (or-branches) available, or public?* MAKing work public too late may result in idle workers; making it too soon may result in fine-grained parallelism and increase overheads.

- *Where to make idle workers go?* Should they take work close-by, or should they look at the root of the search-tree?

- *Should workers be proactive or lazy?* Lazy workers will hope for new work to appear near-by, so they may lose interesting work. On the other hand, too many proactive workers may lead to contention in the tree.

The literature shows significant discussion on this subject [12], [13], [14], with systems such as Aurora eventually supporting five different schedulers. In contrast, Muse followed a very tightly integrated design, based on distributing work bottom-up. The approach was followed in the YapOr system [15], with some flexibility in allowing some decisions to be user-controlled. Recent work [16] showed that YapOr was still effective in modern multi-core systems. Moreover, it showed that the process-based design of YapOr could be transformed into an effective thread-based design, ThOr.

In this work we investigate the issues in or-scheduling strategies for YapOr and ThOr. Both ThOr and YapOr share the original YapOr scheduler, itself based on decisions taken by the Muse and Aurora developers. We address two main questions. First, we investigate whether the schedulers are effective: are we close to optimal performance, or do we need significant work to make or-schedulers effective in novel machines with very different hardware. Second, we study sensitivity: how do the differences between YapOr and Thor affect performance, and whether we need substantial tuning effort.

Our work shows that YapOr and Thor seem indeed to perform quite well in terms of exploiting available work, and that are not very sensitive to, nor do they require much, parameter tuning. On the other hand, we show that the best scheduling decision may depend on the type of application and on the number of available cores. Last, although performance of YapOr and Thor is similar, as expected, they do react in different ways to differences in scheduling.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly introduce the YapOr and ThOr models and describe their main data structures, memory organization and default scheduling strategies. Then, we discuss the main or-scheduler parameters and different values that they can take. Next, we present the benchmarks used in this study, show our results and discuss the impact of the different strategies and parameters in the applications. Finally, we present our conclusions and draw perspectives of future work.

### II. THE YAPOR MODEL

The initial implementation of or-parallelism in YapOr was largely based on the stack copying model as first introduced by Ali and Karlsson in the Muse system [17], [18]. YapOr is an example of a multi-sequential model [19], where each processor or worker maintains its own copy of the search tree. Only when a worker runs out of work, it searches for work from fellow workers. If a fellow worker has work, it can make some or all of its open alternatives available: this operation is called sharing. First, the sharer will make some or all of its choice-points public, so that backtracking to these choice-points can be synchronized between different workers. Second, in a copying model, the execution stacks of the sharer are copied to the requester. The sharer then continues forward execution, while the requester backtracks to the shared choice-points and exploits alternatives.

YapOr follows a scheduling strategy based on bottommost dispatching of work. Both, for stack copying and stack sharing, this was shown to be more efficient than topmost strategies [18], [13]. Synchronization between workers is mainly done through choice-points. In a copying model, each worker has a separate copy of the public choice-points. Synchronization requires an auxiliary data structure, called *or-frame*, to be associated with the public choice-points. The or-frames form a tree that represents the public search tree.

Sharing work is a major source of overhead in YapOr, as it requires copying the execution stacks between workers. The incremental copying strategy [17] is designed to reduce this overhead by allowing the receiving worker to keep those parts of its execution stacks that are consistent with the giving worker, and only to copy the differences between the two workers’ stacks.

The YapOr memory is divided into two major shared address spaces: the *global space* and a collection of *local spaces*. The global space contains the code area inherited from Yap and all the data structures necessary to support parallelism. Each local space represents one system worker and contains the four execution stacks inherited from Yap: heap, local, trail, and auxiliary stack.

In order to efficiently meet the requirements of incremental copy, the set of local spaces are mapped as follows. The starting worker asks for shared memory in the system’s initialization phase. Afterward, the remaining workers are created and inherit the previously mapped address space. Then, each new worker rotates the local spaces, in such a way that all workers will see their own spaces at the same virtual memory addresses.
### III. The ThOr Model

The ThOr model builds upon two major components of Yap: the YapOr implementation, as discussed in the previous section, and the Yap threads library [20]. The Yap thread library can be seen as a high-level interface to the POSIX threads library, where each thread runs on a separate stack but shares access to the global data structures (code area, atom table and predicate table). As each thread operates its own stack, thus, it is natural to associate each parallel worker to a thread: threads can run in parallel and they already include the machinery to support shared access and updates to the global data structures and input/output structures.

Notice however that not all threads have to be workers: some threads may be used to support specialized tasks, possibly running in parallel with the workers. We believe this is an important advantage of ThOr. Traditionally, we expect to find a single or-parallel program, and issues such as side-effects must be addressed within the or-parallel system. In ThOr, we can easily construct independent threads that collaborate or even control the workers (or-parallel threads). Natural applications are the collection of solutions, and performing input/output tasks.

As YapOr, the memory model in ThOr is also based on stack copying. Thor uses copying for several reasons. First, copying allows us to preserve a key notion in the thread library: independent and separate workers have a private stack. In this way, we can reuse the existing code for threads so that workers can independently perform garbage collection and stack shifting. Second, as workers see a contiguous stack, copying imposes less overheads on the engine and has higher performance compared with other approaches [21]. Ultimately copying is less intrusive on the sequential engines than other approaches. As a small experiment, we evaluated what kind of changes would be needed in the emulator. In both models, support for or-parallelism, including copying, requires about 60 changes to the emulator, mostly in order to adapt choice-point manipulation and to perform pruning on the shared tree. Support for a model based on SBA (Shared Binding Arrays) requires 90 additional changes that affect a complex operation, unification. On the other hand, YapOr’s copying model relies on every worker having its own stacks at the same virtual address position. This clearly will not work with threads.

In a thread-based model, all memory areas should be visible to all threads at the same virtual memory address positions. Moreover, in order to take full advantage of memory (especially on 32 bit machines), it is convenient not to assume any preconditions on memory organization. In Yap, threads may actually move their stacks in the virtual memory space during execution.

ThOr has been designed to take advantage of the existing YapOr code-base but, having each stack at the same virtual memory addresses, does not hold true in ThOr. Namely, to share work we need to have several copies of the same choice-point at different virtual memory addresses. In ThOr, to address this problem, our key idea is shifted copying, which essentially consists of two steps: copy the memory between the workers sharing work and then adjust pointers. Although shifted copying adds a linear overhead to copying operations, it offers some important advantages: (1) it allows using the thread infra-structure as is, and (2) it allows shifting between stacks with different sizes, and we can actually reuse preexisting code from the Yap stack shifter.

### IV. Default Scheduling Strategy

When a worker runs out of work, the scheduler tries to find a busy worker with excess of work load to share work. There are two alternatives to search for busy workers in the search tree: search below or search above the current node. In YapOr idle workers always start to search below the current node, and only if they do not find any busy worker there, then they search above. The main advantage of selecting a busy worker below instead of above is that the idle worker can immediately perform the sharing operation, because its current node is already common to the busy worker, thus avoiding the need to backtrack in the tree until finding a common ancestor.

When the scheduler does not find any busy worker with excess of work load, it tries to move the idle worker to a better position in the search tree. By default, the idle worker backtracks until it reaches a node where there is at least one busy worker below. Another option is to backtrack until reaching the node that contains all the busy workers below. The goal of these strategies is to distribute the idle workers in such a way that the probability of finding, as soon as possible, busy workers with excess of work below is substantially increased.

Busy workers may choose to make their work public. In the YapOr and ThOr implementations, workers make their work public whenever their load exceeds a threshold. This is parameterized. Each worker annotates its load (total accumulated number of alternatives in its branch) at each choice-point. After following the default search order in the code, idle workers have a choice of hanging around for a while and wait for work to become available. This is controlled by a second scheduler parameter. We will study in this work whether the order of searching for work and changes in parameter values can affect the performance of or-parallel applications.

### V. Methodology and Experimental Results

Our performance evaluation focuses on answering the question: up to which extent different scheduling strategies and choices of scheduling parameters affect the parallel execution of Prolog programs?

We would need to consider an enormous number of possible combinations in order to fully answer this question.
In this study, we chose to first explore different search strategies, while using default parameter values, and obtain a performance trend. Later, using the best choice of search order, we vary the parameter values for the search. It turns out that the choice of an order for the search is not straightforward and indeed depends on the number of processors used and on the application. Therefore, we performed experiments for three different search orders with default parameter values, and using the default order of searching for work, we varied the parameter values. Whenever we found a trend, we performed complementary experiments varying parameters for search orders different from the default.

The following programs were used as benchmarks:

- **cubes**: a known benchmark taken from Tick’s book [22]. This program implements the solution of a magic cube of size 7.
- **ham**: checks if a given graph forms a Hamiltonian cycle. The graph instance used here has 26 nodes.
- **magic**: a solution to the 3x3x3 magic cube.
- **map and mapbigger**: a solution for the map coloring problem using four colors. We used two maps representing diverse size and graph density. The smaller version has 15 nodes and the bigger version has 17 nodes.
- **puzzle**: one version of sudoku where the diagonals must add up to the same amount.
- **puzzle4x4**: a solution for a 4x4 maze.
- **queens**: a solution for the n-queens problem using forward checking. The size of the board used in testing was 13x13.

First, we studied the execution patterns of each application:

- **cubes**: generates a top-level sequence choice-point with 7 alternatives, and each alternative creates a choice-point with four alternatives. The process repeats itself on each branch. The maximum depth of the tree is 7.
- **ham**: the choice-points in this program always have only two alternatives. The depth of the tree is 26, with a choice-point of size 2 created at each level.
- **magic**: the first choice-point created has ten alternatives. Each alternative recursively creates another choice-point of size 10. The maximum depth of the tree is 7.
- **map**: the choice-points in this application have only two alternatives. The minimum depth of the tree is 15 and the maximum is limited by the maximum number of neighbors a country can have. As the maximum number of neighbors for this problem in this study is five, the maximum depth is 20. For each level in a branch, a two-alternative choice-point is created.
- **mapbigger**: it has the same execution pattern of map, but a larger tree, with a minimum depth of 17 and maximum, 22.
- **puzzle**: this has a computational pattern that starts with a choice-point with 19 alternatives. For each branch, new choice-points of consecutive sizes 18 down to 12 are created.
- **puzzle4x4** this tree has maximum depth of 12. At each level of the tree choice-points are created, whose number of alternatives vary from one to 48.
- **queens** this instance of n-queens creates an initial choice-point of size 13, with each branch recursively creating successive choice-points of size two.

These programs have been used in previous work; most of them obtained very good performance up to 24 processors with versions of YapOr and ThOr that used the default search order and the default parameter settings [16].

We performed our experiments on a dual Six-Core AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 2435, with 64 GBytes of RAM, running Red Hat Enterprise Linux in 64-bit mode. Each experiment was run 30 times and results are the average of the 30 runs reported in seconds. We ran each experiment using one, two, four and eight processors. Statistical significance tests were applied to compare average execution times. We use the two-tailed t-test for the statistical significance tests. Whenever applicable, we report the p-values. In the t-test, the closest the p-value is to zero, the greater the probability of refusing the null hypothesis that states that the two algorithms being compared are the same.

We perform three types of experiments. First, we experiment with varying the order used by workers when searching for available work. To publish work. We follow three strategies: bottom-most first, the default strategy; top-most work first; and best work in the tree first.

Second, we experimented with varying how eager a worker is to search for work. To control how a worker searches for work we use the parameter sl, where sl is the number of times the worker must loop before looking for hidden shared work. The default parameter values for sl is 10. We varied sl around this value with sl taking values 8, 6, 4 and 12, 14, 16, 18;

Last, we experimented with varying the amount of work shareable in the tree. The d parameter is the load threshold above which an idle worker can claim work from a peer. This parameter works as a delay in getting work, since an idle work hangs waiting that some busy worker publishes its excess work. The default setting for d is 3, and we vary d to take the values 2, 1, 0 and 4, 5, 6, 7.

A. Performance of YapOr and ThOr; varying the search order

Our first set of experiments addresses the question of scheduling strategy: what is the impact of using different scheduling strategies, and how does it vary between application and model? To study this problem, we vary the order
of searching for work and actually create three different versions of YapOr and ThOr. We called the first version \textit{BELOW}. It was compiled to follow the default order search order: first, look for work below; if work is not found below, look for work above; if work is not found above, look for a better position in the search tree (this strategy was explained in Section IV). The second version was called \textit{ABOVE}. It was compiled to search first for work above, and if no such work is available, to search for work below and then look for a better position. The third version was called \textit{BETTER}. It was compiled to first find a better position in the tree, then look for work below and then look for work above.

Results for the first set of experiments are shown in Figures 1 and 2. For each application, the X-axis shows the number of workers (2, 4, and 8), and the Y-axis shows average execution times in seconds. Notice that we do not show execution times for a single CPU. Each graph shows the performance of an application either using YapOr or ThOr and three curves representing the three ways of searching for work (below, above and finding a better position). YapOr and ThOr are always run with default parameters.

In Figure 1, we show smaller applications. They run from 0.14 to 7.31 seconds on 1 processor. In Figure 2, we show applications with the longest run-times, that run from 19 to 52 seconds on a single processor. The first important conclusion we can take from these pictures is that, even using mechanisms that used to work in old shared memory machines, YapOr can still achieve very good speedups. This is especially the case for applications with longer run-times, with some applications reaching linear or quasi-linear speedups.

The results show that with two workers some applications are significantly affected by the way workers search for work, with a variation of almost 4s in 30s (mapbigger, YapOr, two workers). This effect holds true even in applications with long running-times, and is less noticeable for larger configurations, four or eight workers.

For two workers, the $p$-value is less than .0008 for most of the comparisons between below-above and below-better. As mentioned before, such a low values of $p$ strongly suggests a statistical significant difference between two strategies. The overall best order of search for this number of processors to search for work \textit{above}. This is not true for every application, even at two workers, the application \textit{cubes} does not seem to be affected by a change from searching first for work below and searching for work from above ($p = .076$), but it is affected if we change the search to look for a better location in the tree ($p < .0009$). The application \textit{ham}, running with YapOr, two workers, is affected by a change from seeking for work below to seeking for a better location ($p = .11$). The application \textit{puzzle} also is not affected by a change from seeking for work below to seeking for a better location, for both YapOr and ThOr, two workers ($p = .53$ for YapOr and $p = .13$ for ThOr).

In the case of two workers, it is interesting to notice that all, but one application, have higher average execution times with the version of YapOr that looks for work below (bottom-most dispatching). The same holds true for most of the ThOr executions. This contradicts previous works, in particular the ones related to the Muse system (whose implementation is the basis of YapOr), that reported bottom-most dispatching as the better search strategy. In modern machines the access to memory is faster than in older shared memory machines. Therefore, bottom-most dispatching may not be a good choice because of memory contention when more than one worker needs to access the same region of the Prolog stack.

YapOr and ThOr perform different for four workers. The applications that present statistically different execution times using ThOr are \textit{ham} and \textit{puzzle} ($p = .008$ comparing below with better) and \textit{puzzle4x4} ($p = .0005$ comparing below with better). Both have better average execution times using search for a better location instead of searching for bottom-most work. The exception is the \textit{map} application, that has a statistically significant difference between below and better ($p = .0009$), with below having the best average execution time. In practice, the more workers we have, the more contention. Therefore, dispatching on topmost or looking for a better location prevents workers from competing for the same choice-point. This is particularly true for the applications mentioned, because they have many choice-points left on the topmost part of the tree.

For YapOr, four workers, the only statistically significant difference is found for \textit{mapbigger} with bottom-most dispatching being the best strategy. We believe that this difference of behavior between YapOr and ThOr is related to the memory organization of both systems. While ThOr is thread-based and has to manipulate a single page table, YapOr overheads associated to the maintenance of the several page tables per process. Therefore, moving to topmost parts of the tree in ThOr can be beneficial.

Except for \textit{ham}, \textit{puzzle}, \textit{puzzle4x4} and \textit{map}, in the cases mentioned, all the other results are not statistically significant, indicating that any order of search could be used for the remaining applications.

For eight workers, results show again that the default search order is not always the best strategy. For the short-running applications (Figure 1), we can see a statistically significant difference for \textit{cubes} and \textit{ham}, running with YapOr. On the other hand, the ThOr executions with eight workers are not significantly affected by a change in the search order. For longer-running applications (Figure 2), there are no statistically significant differences among the three strategies: they all perform quite well.

Table I summarizes the best search order for different numbers of processors for all applications. The value “any” corresponds to non significant differences among the search
Figure 1. Varying the search order in cubes, ham, puzzle and puzzle4x4. The X-axis shows the number of workers (2, 4 and 8), and the Y-axis shows average execution times in seconds.

(a) cubes, YapOr       (b) cubes, ThOr

(c) ham, YapOr         (d) ham, ThOr

(e) puzzle, YapOr      (f) puzzle, ThOr

(g) puzzle4x4, YapOr   (h) puzzle4x4, ThOr
Figure 2. Varying the search order for magic, map, mapbigger, and queens. The X-axis shows the number of workers (2, 4 and 8), and the Y-axis shows average execution times in seconds.
orders. All the other values are significantly different with \( p < .00823 \), with almost all \( p\)-values equal to zero. For two workers, as mentioned before, search for work above favors performance in both YapOr and ThOr.

Table I shows almost no statistical difference among the search orders for four workers. For eight workers the statistical difference reappears, with YapOr being more affected by a change of search order than ThOr.

B. Performance of YapOr and ThOr, varying parameters

In this set of experiments, we keep the default order of search for work (look for work below) and vary parameter values for the search.

Figure 3 shows the variation in average execution times (for 30 runs, per application, per parameter setting) as we increase the number of workers. The applications are mappbigger, queen, map, puzzle4x4, ham, and puzzle. We organize the graph by pairs \( sl, d \). Notice also that the graph shows absolute running times.

The results indicate that the choice of parameter values affects performance, especially under ThOr. For two workers, the \( p\)-value for cubes, when comparing the performance of YapOr using parameter settings 6-0 and 6-7 (\( sl = 6, d = 0 \) and \( sl = 6, d = 7 \), the ones that produced the lowest average execution times) is 0.000032. This value confirms that the different settings of parameters definitely affect performance with a high statistical significance (with confidence close to 100%). For two workers, it seems that the dominant parameter setting for most of the applications is the combination of \( sl = 6 \) and \( d = 0 \) (the setting that produces the lowest average execution times) indicating that the values of \( sl \) and \( d \), used as default by YapOr and ThOr, may be overestimated and underestimated, respectively. More precisely, compared with the default parameters (\( sl = 10 \) and \( d = 3 \)), this means that it is better to look for work earlier instead of being too conservative, and it is better not to delay the sharing of work.

We performed an additional set of experiments, where we vary the \( sl \) and \( d \) parameters for two, four and eight workers, using search for work above, because it showed a good performance with default parameters for almost all applications with two workers. Results for this experiment can be found in Figure 3. Further results, not presented here for lack of space, show that YapOr and ThOr consistently perform better with the order of search above than with the default search order.

The results in Figure 3, show that for applications like mappbigger and map, which have a rather deep tree with at most two alternatives per checkpoint, and with high average execution times, the variation of parameters makes the execution very unstable for ThOr. However for all combinations of parameters, ThOr can execute faster than YapOr, although YapOr is less affected by a change in parameter values.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we studied how or-scheduling strategies implemented in or-parallel Prolog systems affect the performance of Prolog applications in modern multi-core architectures. We performed a thorough study, where we vary: (1) the main strategies to search for work: bottom-most dispatching, top-most dispatching and looking for better work, and (2) parameter values to control when looking for work and sharing available work. Our main conclusions are: (1) contrary to what is discussed in the literature, a choice of top-most dispatching or looking for better work can produce statistically significant better results than dispatching on bottom-most work; (2) ThOr is more sensitive to a change in parameter values for a larger number of processors; (3) YapOr is more sensitive to a change on searching strategy order; (4) applications that take longer to execute, with deep depth and few alternatives per choice-point can run faster in Thor for a large number of processors, but at the cost of being less stable to a variation on parameter values.

This work uncovered several interesting issues not yet investigated in or-parallel Prolog systems. Work is being carried out to delve more deeply into these differences between YapOr and Thor. Ultimately, our results will contribute to our goal of dynamically deciding what is the best search strategy and better combination of parameters, based on architectural and application parameters.
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Figure 3. Varying parameters with search = above
Table I

BEST SEARCH ORDER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Two workers</th>
<th>Four workers</th>
<th>Eight workers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YapOr</td>
<td>ThOr</td>
<td>YapOr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cubes</td>
<td>below/above</td>
<td>better</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ham</td>
<td>above</td>
<td>above</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magic</td>
<td>above</td>
<td>above</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>map</td>
<td>above</td>
<td>better</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maphigger</td>
<td>above</td>
<td>better</td>
<td>below</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puzzle</td>
<td>above</td>
<td>above</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puzzle4x4</td>
<td>better</td>
<td>better</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>queens</td>
<td>better</td>
<td>above</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>